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LEADERSHIP

FOR

for Inter-organization

l

Collaboration

COLLABORATION

INTER-ORGANIZATION

INTRODUCTION
This application
implemented
more

paper

strategies

of leadership

than 25 organizations

organizations,

improve
paper

also provides

wellness

related

A sustainable

following

industry

description

relationship

entered

The relationship
goals,

occurs

effort

in the mission

participate
provide

funding

support

voluntarily

in Minnesota.

of strategic

organizations
definition

According

into by two

nonprofit

convene

to

This application

leadership

theory

as it was

commitment
structure

their

of collaboration

to Mattesich

and by the

& Monsey

beneficial

organizations

and well-defined

of mutual

and shared responsibility,

from

actions.

to the inter-organization

resources
member

relationships

and rewards

collaboration,

goal.
and

authority

(p. 7).
of a collaborative

support

include

collaboration,

a common

mutual

organizations

These actions

(1992),

to achieve

to a definition

of the inter-organization

tbrough

(inter-organization

is a mutually

or more

when representatives

in its work

agencies,

that develop a sustainable

people

for success and sharing

Sustainability
believe

among

of conaboration

developed

and accountability

from

project.

includes

a jointly

to assist representattves

The representatives

of the dynamics

of sustainability.
definition

that explored and

state and local government

by the following

A working

project

designed

of low income

collaboration

is explained

related

make advancements

an illustration

to this work

collaboration)

behavior

these organizations.

among

the nutritional

applied

a work

that represent

and private

collaboration

describes

its goals,

commitment

attendance

and

to

at meetings,

Leadership

communication
realization

among

members

of collaborative

during

efforts

and outside

by the representatives
thus, the IOC
and applied

of the Problem

its stated goals. Therefore, prior action taken

and in acbieving
of IOC

is not well

leadership

and

meetings,

collaboration (IOC) I coordinate has experienced several

The inter-organization
in its leadership

of scheduled
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& Ray, 1994).

(Wirier
Statement
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Collaboration

for Inter-organization

to advance

sustained.

behavior

its collaborative

in this project, I described, explored,
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by the state.
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application
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to sustaining

of Leadership

of 22 statewide
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of the IOC,

to partnership

1999).
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and by applying
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to this Project
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The application
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governrnent
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leadership positions (chair and chair elect) of the core leadership group because

the amount

stated

Conaboration

for Inter-organization

support

leadership,

management

(Health
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collaboration

collaborative
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seruor management

Incorporated
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First,
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in relation

theory

sessions
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IOC
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because
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IOC.
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IOC

Collaboration

and goals of the collaboration,
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and staff of IOC

collaborative

supports
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the mission

and the needs of member
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and ifnecessary,
Second,
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meetings.
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because

for Inter-organization

this project

collaborations

could
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behavior of then collaborative efforts.
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other
health

people
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They may consider

strategic leadership concepts to facilitate actions that will sustain their collaborations.
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THEORETICAL

FWORK

Review
As the coordinator

of the collaboration,
such as provision

efforts).

I implemented

by promoting

search focused
The literature
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the commitment

search provides

theory

definitions

and information

about

the sustainability

meetings,

support
through

to do this and to increase
of its representatives.

and factors

of leadership,
leadersbip

that influence
collaboration,

behavior

the goals
their

communication

and realization

of tbis

actions

among

of collaborative
sustainability

of

The literature
collaboration.
and strategic

that is important

to this

and to collaboration.
Leadership

and theory

is a broad

(Klenke,

reciprocal

process

economfrc,

political

realize

leadership

to improve

at meetings,

and the action
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Literature

of the collaboration,

attendance

strategy

Collaboration

PROJECT

of the collaboration

of scheduled

a leadership

on strategic

theory

in the work

support,

and outside

of Relevant

in the mission

and participate

diuing

OF THE

I was responsible

believe

of funding

representatives

IOC

of IOC,

(e.g., representatives

group

for Inter-organization

1996).

term with

Jatnes MacGregor

of mobilizing,
and other

goals independently

According

to Burns,

purposeful

(Kellerman,

many definitions

by persons

resources,

and mutually

leadership
1986).

Burns
with

(1978)

certain

in context

(1999)

to behavior,

defined

motives

dissensual,
cited a more

and conflict,

and followers"
causative,
simple

leaderShipb7 Peter Drucker as"someone with followers" (p. 68).

trait,

leadership

and values,

of competition

held both by leaders

is also collective,
O'Toole

relating

as "...the

various
in order
(p. 425).

and morally

definition

style,

of

to

Leadership

Several

researchers

have

examined

for Inter-organization

organizational

collaboration

was used in this project.

A working

definition

relationship

entered

The

relationship

goals,

of collaboration
into

Leadership
Harnbrick

business

& Mason

managers.

characteristics

stated

that

They

strategic

they

were

a'upper

leadership

theory

concerns

have

of the organization,

leaders.

Canella,

Jr. (2001)

who

of mutual

responsibility,

resources

from

upper

demographic

goaland

relationships
mutual

authority

(p. 7).

and rewards

with

organizational

Boal

interviewed

astudy

a more

theory.

a particular

They

Donald

Nutt

pointed

leadership'

and Backoff

that

out that

(1993)

strategic

the meaning

a scholar

on the

and

of their
in the field

to distinguish

proposed

strategic

focuses

are reflections

C. Harnbrick,

of strategic

perspective,

of organizations,

organizations

could

Jr. & Monroe

concurred

creates

managers

Psychological

Cannella,

(2000)

to top

organization

comprehensive

of organizations,

that

as related

of these

In 1997,

and evolution

and assumes

theory

performance.

and Hooijberg

responsibility

theory.

into

echelon

the leadership

echelon

echelon

characteristics

of employment

has grown

upper

used the label

the upper

in this perspective.

(p. 219).

the overall

purpose

from

that

to influence

theory

theory"

leadership

leadership

proposed

echelon

evolved

management,

introduced

not emphasized

theory

who

(1984)

made

leadership

people

and well-defined

to achieve a common

to a definition
and shared

of

& Monsey (1992),

beneficial

organizations

and sharing

age, and longevity

the choices

or more

structure

success

to Mattesich

definition

Theory

such as education,
affect

for

A working

is a mutually

commitment

developed

and accountability

Strategic

by two

includes

a jointly

According

efforts (Logsdon,

collaborative

1991; Roberts & Bradley, 1991; Wood & Gray, 1991).
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Collaboration

of top

strategic

that

strategic

Leadership

leadership
theory

theory

can be applied

in directing

essential

for

the operations

strategic

organizations

leaders

in order

an organizational

appropriate

changes

so they

Strategic
flexibility,

ownersip

leadership

think

They

of the vision

"as

and work

and initiate

suggested

others

to initiate

of

knowledge,

about

leaders

to make

this involved

to anticipate,

use of this

situation

action

and excitement

the ability

with

and the current

7

tmt it is

concluded

this background

to stakeholders

is defined

strategically,

With

Collaboration

and justified

They

the istory

future.

vision

organizations

organizations.

to understand

in the organizations.

build

public

of public

to shape their

can present

followers,

to improve

for Inter-organization

mobilizing

it.

envision,

changes

maintain

that

will

create

a

viable future for the organization" (Ireland and Hitt, 1999, Second headnote, ?4).
O'Toole

(1999)

disciples,

explained,

"strategic

and communicate

change:

they

followers"

provide

(p.l79).

self-driven,

provide

the need for change.

resources,

A strategic

self-renewing

leaders

remove

leader

organization

a vision,

They

obstacles,

create

values,

recruit

the environment

and energize,

acts to institutionalize
(O'Toole,

establish

enable,

change,

for

and reward

which

evolves

a

1999).

Ireland and Hitt (1999) pointed out that strategic leadership in the 21"'f century
differs from that of the 20' century.

They offered a comparison

leadership practices for the 20' century and 21sfcentury.

Leadersip

century were outcome focused, guided people's creativity,
leaders and acquired knowledge.
attention

to process,

organizational

not just

between strategic
in the 20th

practices

and top managers

served

Strategic leadership practices in the 21s' century

outcomes;

to the creativity

citizens because they are a critical

and development

resource;

as leaders and great group members; and to acquiring

to top managers

as

give

of

who

and leveraging organizational

fiinction

Leadership

la'iowledge.

They

perspective

promoted

businesses

this difference

by Charles

are now viewed

stakeholders.
from

explain

Ireland

as a result

Handy,

notion

business

Collaboration

thinker,

that public

not as property

that strategic

leadership

to the great group

notion

is comprised

leadership.

Sixsignificantfunctionsofstrategicleadershipinthe21s'centuryare
the purpose

or vision

competencies

such as marketing

or customer

organization,

(c) develop

capital

(d) maintain
practices

an effective

such as tnist

such as employee
that strategic
generation

vision,

and integrity,

behavior

service

as capital

such as organizational
culture

(Ireland

and Hitt,

also includes

rnaking

1999).

Boal

strategic

strategic

and monitor

citizens

balanced

and that the

that is specific

such as core values,

and (f) establish

is shifting

effective

(b) maintain

core

to an

(employees),

(e) emphasize

organizational

and Hooijberg

decisions

by

ethical

controls
(2000)

and mentoring

cited
the next

of leaders.
leadership

theory

of organizations.

articulating

strategic

organizational

leadership

Strategic
the fiiture

human

that may lead to more

of an organization,

owned

theory

great group

to (a) determine

of shared knowledge

leadership

8

and the

economy

communities,

also proposed

the great man leadership

to the global

a prominent

as organizational

and Hitt

for Inter-organization

direction.

Hagan

identifies

et al., (1998)

the vision

to stakeholders,

Neumann

and Neumann

focus,

and implementation.

fiiture

of an organization

communicate

the vision

is the ability

to encourage

They suggested
with

distinct

with

participation

identified

that can be applied
these abilities

and encouraging
(2000)

help from

them to participate

is the leader's

a core group,

in new plans.

Leaders

with

to see the
is the ability

and that implementation
who

apply

a

are: vision,

ability

the status quo, that focus

to build

as identifying

stated that these skills

that vision

a desire to change

to people

abilities

these behaviors

to

Leadership

change

operations

organizations.

of their

"visions

are used to develop

change"

(p. 308).

and that '%ision

rethink

an organization's

organizations,

provides

influence

affect

literature

Collaborations

performance

that irfluence

collaboration

Logsdon,

successful

on collaboration

organizations

2001).

for professionals

1997).

(1992)

Huxman

working

to identify

produced

Six categories

(b) membership,

In 1998,

the success of

were studied

& Monsey

conaboration.

1993;

& Backoff,

that influence

and (f) resources

Thompson,

& Monsey,

(Nutt

factors

Mattessich

(e) purpose,

& Kenner

Murray-Close,

identified

are (a) environment,

(d) communications,

is used to change

vision

Collaboration

among

such collaboration.

on factors

ideas that suggest how to

innovative

(p. 312). Because

Factors that Influence Organizational

collaboration.

make a radical

that can help an organization

that warrant change need to be present so that a vision can be

organizational

The relevant

9

Nutt and Backoff (1997) further explained,

a way to picture

strategy"

conditions

used to improve

Collaboration

separate vision from behavior. They suggested that vision can be

They

crafted

a strategy

for Inter-organization

& Vangen,

Rosenthal

a literature

of factors

(c) process

(Mattessich

provided

in the nutrition

that
review

found

to

and structure,

& Monsey,

2000;

factors

Tice,

1992;

2000;

a synthesis

Hood,

Mattessich,

of literature

field and added another

factor:

relationships.
These authors
istory

and visibility

considerations.
selfinterest
policy

provided
of the group

The most

are processes

description

and the political

significant

in the collaboration.

guidelines

fiuther

membershxp

Operating
and structures.

of these factors.
or social

climate

characteristic

agreements,

the

are the relevant

is that the members

celebration,

Cornmiu'iication

For environment

facilitation,

have

and

that is open and ffequent

Leadership

is most effective.

Purpose

resources

skilled

include

trust,

shared information,

talent

are the relevant

of strategic

shape the future

history

of the organization

citizens

and civic

They

identified

sustain

principles

participation
theory

(1994)

conducted

such as building

to build

and unleash

leadership

and its culture

trust

suggest

that

by knowing

case studies
other

the

leadership

the importance
who

community

success,

collaborations.

to

also stated that

and action,

and to sustain
also relates

and

and procedures

and Larson

of the leaders'
cornrnit

between

for how to build

commitment

involvement,

work.

of collaborations

methods

Chrislip

are to inspire

involved

in collaborative

and celebrating

action.

Collaborative

the people

are important

leadersmp,

broad-based

because both emphasize
among

finally,

relate to the components

and strategic

more than forty

deliberate

leadership

of the group.

relationships

And

change

These factors

six in-depth

of collaborative

such as taking

solver,

and staff.
vision,

or collaboration

and action

and studied

of collaborative

peer problem

to establish

on collaboration

10

or collaboration-

principles

results

materials,

characteristics.

Collaboration

goals and missions. Important

upon

time,

leadership

of an organization

leaders

collaboration

produce

principled

sustainabihty,

and Larson

agreed

funding,

Information

leaders

Chrislip

include

leadership,

relationship

leadership.

Leadership,

should

for Inter-organization

to lead as

hope and

to strategic

leadership

role in developing

to action

and to being a group

member.
Communication
pointed

affects

out the importance

cornrnunication.
the group

collaborative

of comtnunication

They stated that leaders

to its members

efforts.

and recall

and leadership

of groups

past events

Bormann

should

of the group

and Bormann
in reference

communicate
during

(1992)

to small group
their

meetings.

interest

in

They also

Leadership

indicated

that cornrnunication

members

and that communication

to be monitored
dorninating

by leaders

the group

Hood

et al. (1993)

to achieve

leaders

of a collaborative
other

organizations
vision.

a process

business-education

group

which

stated earlier.

has on the cornrnunity,

support).
problem

to build

intervention,

Mizrahi

education,
interpersonal

synthesized

micro-level

factors

factors

Environmental

Organizational

factors

needs to be solved

of resources

relate to the perception

conectively

instead

Augsburg Colfege

literature

and

in reference

to

factors

interpersonal

Library

of the

(e.g., collective

to the affect

process.

(e.g., financial

for

the social problem

that the problem

will

not improve

or political

of the organizations

of individually;

(e.g.,

aspects

of the collaborative

relate

to the belief of the collaborators
and to the availability

representatxves

to some of the success factors

factors

and

and

that macro-level

and outcomes

relate

with

cornrnunication

(e.g.,

among

articulate,

collaboration

the progress

(2001)
efforts

organization,

collaboration

proposes

influence

& Rosenthal
collaborative

for group

The model

style),

that a key ability for

relationships

existing

to facilitate group

are likely

to sustaining

a structure

and comtnunicator

and macro-level

of 5 or 7 members from

also suggested

for social problem-solving

of stated goals)

These micro-level

(1998)

important

and organizational),

accomplishment

without

Rosenthal

facilitates

model

of collaborations

trustworthiness,

et al. (1993)

cliques

meetings.

is to be facilitative.

is essential

with 13 or more members needs

groups

to prevent

that leaders

behavior

collaboration.

such as trust

collaboration

effort

as: dedication,

Hood,

environmental

noted

leadership

of the collaboration,

proposed

during

its stated goals.

This behavior

participation.

in permanent

11

Collaboration

that have 5 or 7 committee

in committees

of these groups

process

process

identified

is efficient

for Inter-organization

that the

that the interests

of the

Leadership

organizations
community;
effort.

is an interpersonal

they come from

relationsbip

among

representatives
is another
(1993)

also indicated

the collaboration
involvement

about

authors

members

may be leaders
is the leader

whether

about

of its members,

leaders
leaders.
what

among

of the collaboration

may not turn to the chairperson

they represent

Trust

dominant,

or attentive)

Hood,

that leaders

Outcomes

provide

satisfaction
are unique
making

of the collaboration
within

of

exists when

of leaders.

and that representatives

that is inherent

to the quality

suggested

and personal

in the

representatxves

et al.
who used

feedback

it set out to do, about

that collaborations

in the organization

authority

conaborations.
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the collaborative

and relates

to the effectiveness

it accomplished

also proposed

lacks the formal

of the organization

style (e.g., dramatic,

styles were more effective

These

that position

studies

Collaboration

that support

cultures

with

Comrnunicator

that previous

member.

collaborations

involved

aspect that relates

and commitment

exactly

resources

organizational

representatives

interpersonal

cornrnit

and image

aspect that takes time to develop

different

act mutually.

many cornrnunicator

who

by the cost effectiveness

and that top management

Tnist

because

are affected

for Inter-organization

to

the

of each group
because

it difficult

their
to identify

to the
for leadership

hierarchical

because

organizations

LeadershipforInter-organizationCollaboration

APPLICATION
Initial
decision

planning

for the application

to complete

coordinator
funding,

graduate

of IOC,

fiinding

of IOC

During

and received

leadership

integrates

of a leadership

strategy.

questionnaire

office

of IOC

For this project,
encourage
IOC.

representatives

First,

I applied

organizational
trustworthiness,
to present
provided

IOC

from

member

organizations

behavior

information

integrity,

about

followers,
monthly

and vision

and enhance

by

I

leadership

with

concepts

adviser-

with

group

IOC

were included

for

Items
in a

the

role as coordinator

that develop

leadership

was to

that would
human

sustain

capital

and

such as dedication,

that are important

the sustainability

characteristics

update.

of IOC,

of coordinating

to take actions

leadership

action

efforts,

of its partnerships

and faculty

of my leadership

and applied

education,

As

B for approval).

components

facilitation,

an electronic

purpose

project.

contractually

leadership

culture

with

supervisor

the strategic

ways to create

organizational
through

the general

related

and the core leadership

and applied

who worked

(see Appendix

my

A for the coordinator's

as a part of this project

by consultants

included

the operations

my job responsibility

my work

that evolved

implemented

administrative

with

theory

and growth

supervisor

I examined

THEORY

its collaborative

(see Appendix

my work

which

behavior

a work

are to coordinate

effectively

from

more than a year in consultation
about

with

my first year coordinating

approval

for this project,

leadership

the maintenance

and cornmunicating

implementation

requirements

and to promote

job responsibilities).
presented

school

LEADERSHIP

of strategic

my job responsibilities

and projects

seeking

OF STRATEGIC
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to collaboration

of the group.

such as organizational
of collaborative

Second,

change,

people,

and trust

and
l

Leadership

this project, I adapted information

During

minutes of this group.

and meeting

consulted

collect

colleagues

information

from

I drafted the bylaws
supervisor

Annual
environment,

group

from

offer

IOC

of IOC

because

of the group

more

This

collaboration
governrnent

collaborative

that

application

of public,

efforts

collaborative

purpose

efforts.

IOC's

to these

has held

private,

and nonprofit

promoting

by the state.

organizations

(e.g.,

mission

and used a core

in the environment

fiinding

the goal

(e.g.,

related

of purpose

and goals.
leadership

(e.g.,

and leadersip).

to sustainabilitya

was necessary.

involved

among

noted

the factors

written

meetings

were

to achieve

factors

collaboration
communication,

in the group's

and resources

ability

influence

has implemented

regular

to seek

intervention.

and structure,

Limitations

project

and administered

that

group

is evident

organizations

or nutrition

factors

This

some of their actions with IOC when

for its member

process

in the community)

attention

of their

similar to IOC to

agreement for IOC and proposed to my

education

present.

this group

challenged

efforts

I integrated

an opportutffty

showed

were

to steer collaborative

therefore,

the operation

characteristics,

For example,

limitations

efforts.

for nutrition

membership

exists

visibility

These

IOC

reports

and structure.

sustain

collaborations

I

agreements, and ways to seek funding that supports member

and resources)

Structure

they

and annual repons

as a leader and group member.

who coordinate

states

14

Collaboration

I was able to review past annual

As the coordinator,

and the annual partnership

that

annually

purpose,

how

and conaborative

organizations

fiu'iding

other

about

partnership

bylaws,

work

from the literature

and meeting minutes of IOC and to participate

reports

with

for Inter-organization

IOC,

organizations
The

that

mission

work

an inter-organization

that
of IOC

to promote

is fiinded
is to fomi

nutrition

by the federal
and to continue

messages

that

Leadership

help low income
sustain

people

the group's

support

collaborative

the consumer's

emphasize

messages

participate

in a federal

as print

food

Guidelines

have provided

food

Bellamy,

choices

Salit,

and evaluation

of programs

in order

Collaborative
organization
developing

health

marketing
designed

consistent

duplication

messages

in the state to increase

its collaborative

organizations

involved

with

of work

education

over two

planning,

behavior

healthy

Dietary
(United

years of age

marketing

is

execution,

(1995)"

(p. 5).

of each

eating

that reach a segment

in IOC

such

of target

the cost effectiveness

fiinds

of

2002).

and that of society

of healthy

to

than 20 years, these

stated that "social

in promoting

has received

Membership

"The

activities"

to analysis,

increase

awareness

nutrition

who

is to

approaches

brochures).

the voluntary

welfare

about nutrition

their

efforts.

will

marketing

disease (USDA,

technologies

of IOC

and to

lifestyle.

Americans

Andreasen

their personal

For more than six years, IOC
continue

and prevent

to influence

in social marketing

by decreasing

to healthy

programs,

States Department

For more

are to

who are eligible

and education

2002.).

cited Alan

to improve

efforts

policy

[USDA],

and Bell(1997)
of commercial

audiences

nutrition

education

a healthy

social
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The goals of IOC

people

and informational

recommendations

the application

people

posters

that promote

adopt

and selected

Collaboration

The purpose

uses the United

Guidelines

of Agriculture

foods.

program

IOC

are the basis for federal

guidelines
about

tbis purpose,

(e.g., bus shelter

Sates Department

healthy

nutrition

that help low income

assistance

Dietary

lifestyles.

to develop

to choose

about nutrition

(USDA)

media

enjoy healthfiil

efforts,

ability

To accomplish
Agriculture

in Minnesota

for Inter-organization

messages

and

of low income

eating.
from

the federal

is voluntary

of low income

government

and open to

people.

to

Leadersip

More

than 25 member

organizations

with

session.

A consistent

quarterly

meetings
group

leadership

group

chair, three

of IOC;

this includes

an annual

of approximately

are female,

middle-

All representatxves are

organization.

strategic

planning

15 representattves

of commitment
group

and director)

is scheduled

strategic

planning

campaign.

to mve

and director

leadership

(coordinator

steers the collaborative

Other

organizational

of IOC.

attends

these

and to steer efforts

components

culture

and (b) developing

development

of the organizational

commitment

to action

to support

culture

as chair,

chair elect, past

and staff representatxon

the possible

is one year.

niunber

of eligible

chairs.

Most

representatives

to serve for more than one year.
commitment

to IOC.

It meets more

also promoted

IOC

leadership
human
of IOC

collaborative

often

when

it needs to steer

such as social

by attending

to coordinate

IOC:

I planned

marketing

quarterly

campaign.

by emphasizing

efforts.

The staff

marketing

capital.

of

The core leadership

project(s)

held to plan the social
of strategic

The core

committees

for collaborative

of IOC

of IOC.

is eight plus committee

to meet at least quarterly.

representatives

representation

for these positions

has an ongoing

effort

Therefore,

group

have agreed

as well as the meetings
I used two

member

and chairs from

to the core leadership

The term
the current

group

representatives,

the coordinator

meetings

in their

comprised

is structured

at-large

representatives

group

of the representatives

meetings.
A core leadersMp

from

Most

decision-making

to the quarterly
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Collaboration

have representatives to IOC. Membership of these

to IOC has been ongoing.

aged, and involved
invited

orgamations

for Inter-organization

(a) developing

to enhance
the value of

the

Leadership

This action

could

The human

capital

representatives

be financial

(e.g., knowledge

of IOC.

the commitment

and in the expansion

messages

of its work.

and visibility

about healthy

and applied

level of commitment
meetings

build

collaborative

leadership.

group

efforts

participated
and stimulate

a fiinding

with

to increase
people

with

components
leadership

in the conaborative

efforts

(function

of IOC

work

and

of past

about

and fiinding
culture

as a leader

and facilitated

of

and human
and great

and

to these ways was meant

of IOC.

of

such as celebration

knowledge

of organizational

dedicated

the satisfaction

organization's

communication,

concept

(b)

(c) evaluated

activity

and the groupas

conaborative

and understand

and shared highlights

small group

the operations

My attention

their

its

type of membership,

to determine

to boost

the membership,

I coordinated

to sustain

and to understand

(e) recorded

my knowledge

the strategic

in its meetings.
growth

agendas

(f) included

leadership

with

because

time,

of its membership

low income

to the collaboration,

opportunity

the group,

These ways may affect

member)

over

has the potential

and to define

agreement

organizations

to improve

and (g) expanded

and connect

and expansion

the collaboration

of the group,

link to the strategic

capital;

in growth

and enable it to reach more

an annual partnership

of member

efforts

and interview,

IOC;

to govern

(d) offered

collaborative

of IOC

was that of the

was to increase,

these ways for IOC to take action

using three criteria

representatives,

to develop

that leads to results

This growth

marketing project.

in the social

I planned
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eating.

(a) used bylaws

introduced

and skills)

to take action

I also implemented
efforts:

or participation

My goal in using these components

of IOC

the producti'vity

support

Conaboration

for Inter-organization

to maintain

Leadership

Organizational

culture

of organizational

agreement,

the meeting

refers to such tgs

(Ireland

and Hitt,

reflects

1999).

partnership

members

voted

contributing,

with

support.

shared by members

from

to develop

past efforts;

the bylaws,

the

Organizational

of an organization
strategic

therefore,

plans and

it influences

how

Agreement

my work

I drafted

and presented
to approve

active,

and the funding

with

its business.

agreement.

the collaboration

was facilitated

an environment

has learned

and Partnership

Inconsultation

evaluation,

It provides

conducts

Bylaws

culture

as the core values

what the organization

an organization
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Culture.

The development
partnership

Conaboration

for Inter-organization

supervisor,

bylaws

and community.

bylaws

and the annual partnership

them to IOC.

the bylaws.

I implemented

After

The bylaws

several
define

These definitions

and an annual

agreement

modifications

by IOC,

three membership

were included

to govern
the

types:

in the partnership

agreement.
The partnership
defining

agreement

their membership

questions

and to remind

to the network

:[rom their

half of the member

types.

culture

to IOC.

in IOC.

The mailing

organizations
organization,

organizations

to have each organization
commitment

was mailed

Their

retiu'n

was followed

and sign an agreement.

an agreement

and returned

of IOC

by a phone

to select a membership

completed

endorsement

to representatives

their

to demonstrate

to assist them in
call to answer

type, select a representative
During

this project,

about

agreement.

The intent

and endorse

its annual

may assist the development

of organizational

is

Leadership

The task
representatives

member

of maintaining
from

member

organizations

appropriate

agreements

also changes

and if it indicates
Finally,

representatives

organizations

retuni

their

agreement

Meeting

during

provided

leadership

these

three

issues

My

I wanted

to commit

meetings,

to complete and

are reminded

which

the meetings

suggested

was

that

and activity

among

to be productive

wen

of IOC

met the needs
to them

to understand the

an opportunity

of the meetings

operations

is a benefit

supervisor

IOC

to the meetings

for me to manage

participation

work

to give

the meetings.

spent.

so that

This

and for the chair

of the core

of the representatives

and the organization

I evaluate

the quarterly

learned

2. Something

you

will

3. Suggestion

for collaborative

cornrnents

from

the evaluation

[learned

about

representatives

meetings

were

nutrition

(a) "program

related

this meeting.

work.

who

issues];"

attended

updates

a quarterly

were

and (c) "I

meeting

valuable;"

learned

and

they

at this meeting.

be able to use from

the

evaluation

items:

you

completed

continues as

this.

the agenda

chose

their

evaluated

1. Something

Sample

membership selected by

will provide financial support

agreements

in the group

have not done

were

to facilitate

that

represented.

of maintaining

involved

of

administrative office determines if it is

organization

with

a way

group

emphasized

if they

meetings

representatives

process

the work

of representatives

representatives
time

in the

The type

Evaluation.

Quarterly

satisfaction

as staff

that the member

to the collaboration.
from

change.
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for several reasons. First,

is ongoing

organizations

Collaboration

for Inter-organization

and who

(b) "legislative

a lot about

other

using

Leadership

organizations

and the work

people

that work

with

benefit

of belonging

nutrition

to IOC

professionals.

As a result,

This structure

provided

approval

they are doing.
and hunger

because

for Inter-organization

to meet many new

related

saw these items as a

issues."

They

it gave them a chance to network

I continued
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I had the opportunity

to use agendas to structure

a time for introductions,

of past minutes,

Collaboration

partner

with

other

the quarterly

and legislative

meetings.

highlights,

and new business-

Funding.
Financial
it partly

allows

sought

ongoing

membership

support

from

member

the collaborative

efforts

financial

resources

type they selected

way for representatives
request

funding

from

reach low income
to the guidelines

from
IOC

people

on their
member

representatives

who asked questions

information
during

but was not approved.
that would

expand

about this process

meetings

for members

education

To increase

earlier

according

agreement

or a nutrition
about

I received

several

the number
efforts

a proposal

eating

about this process.

designed

and according

was given to

telephone

more

a

to

calls from
was received

submitted

I plan to provide

next fiscal year and to offer

to dialogue

and implemented

of proposals

I

to the

One proposal

of IOC,

of IOC;

Therefore,

intervention

healthy

this opportunity.

the collaborative

into action.

about this opportunity

meeting.
about

the budget

of IOC to submit

messages

Information

at a quarterly

organizations

organizations

with

affects

discussion

annual partnership

in Minnesota

of IOC

approved

member

to do nutrition

for this fiinding.

directly

to move from

from

representatives

for review,

organizations

opportunities

and

to

Leadership

Human

Capital

Human

capital

facilitating

was developed

small group

of the representatives
membership;

human

this membership
may affect
member

IOC

during

quarterly

of IOC

about

leadership.

(Ireland

the visibility

organizations

that are necessary

by acknowledging

work

capital

is the knowledge

and Hitt,

1999).

and productivity
who

meetings,

and skills
Increased

often

Communicating

andAcknowledgingPast

I comtnunicated

regularly

through

a monthly

electronic

meetings

with

representatives.

Agendas

were

distributed

The monthly
representattves

with

Meeting

according

electronic
information

e-mail,
agendas,

of IOC,

activity

the knowledge

for this action

is the
who

by representatives

form

of IOC

Representatives

can build the trust

from
and fiinding

collaboration.

Efforts.
from

member

and telephone
minutes,

organizations

calls.

of

I scheduled

and evaluations

were kept.

to bylaws.

update
about

:[unctioned
leadership.

as a key communication
E-mail

method for this group because it meets quarterly, and it

is an efficient

tool to provide
communication

es mailing

and printing

costs. I developed a listserv that included e-mail addresses of all representatives.
provides an opportunity
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by

of the representatives

and well

representatives

update,

Conaboration

and by expanding

The key group

inter-organizational

with

past efforts

of the collaboration.

communicate

to sustain

for Inter-organization

E-mail

for members to express interest about collaborative

efforts

or to

make nominations for the formal leadership positions ofthe core leadership

group.

Some

representattves of this group were encouraged to act. Several representatives
to an e-mail that I sent to them about the difficulty of filling

responded

the chair and chair elect

positions and gave insight about this situation indicating that the time they have to

Leadership

commit

to this group

is limited

for Inter-organization

and that some representatives

Collaboration
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are not ready to assume

these roles.
The leadership
information
about

about

leadership.

brief

section

leadership

isSues

Small

I facilitated

small group

develop

of IOC.

organizational

leadership

cornrniu'ucation

among

a process

sharing

a quote

acknowledging

Also,

of appreciation

Certificates

were mailed

excited

about

knowledge

in this information.

among

of strategic

leadership

I added another

concept

member

these meetings.

during

(shared

activity

with

relationships

a satisfied

certificates

group

capital.

The second

meetings

the concepts

of accomplishments

history

that

of strategic

of the group)

was an interview

the representatives
that affect

representative
findings

representatives

celebration

and the group's

quarterly

and group

of celebration

the evaluation

chocolates.

two

also related

as a leader

for building

from

my knowledge

The

and

to build

representatives.

The development
provide

during

and hiunan

of representatives.

was used to provide

Work.

This action
culture

update

told me that she was interested

work

was a celebration

recognition

closing,

Group

when I functioned

first activity

to expand

One representative

Fac'ditating

representatives

of the electronic

from

member

to representatives

organization

organizations

with

a quarterly

and its work

to

It included

and

celebration

were recognized

who were not present
efforts

was intended

communication.

effort

to them during

and long-term

the collaboration

of a member

of a collaborative

were presented

of short-term

group

of IOC

when

meeting.

at this meeting.

needs to be continued

In

to keep the

Leadership

During
conversation
randomly

another
about

divided

interviewee;

quarterly

meeting,

collaborative
into groups

efforts
of three;

questions
1. What

were used during

promotional

material

I adapted

an interview

Collaboration

activity

to
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facilitate a

representatives. Representatxveswere

among
assigned

and asked them to identify

interview

for Inter-organization

future

the

roles of recorder, interviewer, and
projects for the IOC. Two

collaborative

this activity:
should

be designed

and

produced with additional

funding?
2. What

one project

These questions
from

efforts,

of the group
increase

member

to increase

observation

their

commitment

organizations

the meeting
(a) "final

to generate

this activity.

and completed

the meeting

this activity

could

be a mechanism

In addition,

representatives

to facilitate

group

could

communication.

for building

evaluation

effective."

adapt this activity

future

in

benefit

as members

its membership,

to the IOC.

work.

the work

I noticed

from

and to

The group

to describe

Comments

and (b) "the

group

from

makers

to direct

was high during

ideas for the group-very

their participation

benefit

organizations

the group

and to generate ideas

that they personally

for local decision

direction"

on together?

cornrnunication

they represent

a video

activity-right

work

to increase

perception

of member

and evaluating

of the group

who attended

activity]

that have the potential

ideas such as making

enthusiasm

small group

and that the organizations

the financial

provided

an representatives

were used to facilitate

the representatives

collaborative

could

of

that the

representatives

supported

my

interview

technique

Therefore,

if applied

more

during

meetings.

cornrnunication
to their workplaces

[interview
often,

when they need

Leadership

Expanding
My

about

leadership

secondary

research

on leadersMp

leadership

behavior

from

group

updates,

to evaluate

the literature
education,

that

and in my work

leadership

behavior
skills,

among

I applied this information

expanded

and collaboration

review

with

after

and after

who

collaboration.

articulate,

and vision

organizations:

(Mizrahi

were

hired

they were developing for tis

evaluation.

2001).

with

This section

2. Leaders of the group

actively

support

strategic

Items

skills.

planning.

3. Those in leadership positions are articulate.
4. Leaders

of this collaborative

5. Members in leadership

effort

positions

collaboration.

6. Leaders

of the group

are organized.

are dedicated

are trustworthy.

of the

was designed

included were:
good facilitation

to the purpose

the

I asked

collaboration.

used to study the member leadership of IOC (see appendix B for approval).

1. Members in leadership positions possess

from

facilitation,

contractually

of this

of

of this

to sustaining

& Rosenthal,

office to evaluate IOC as an inter-organization

section

I learned

trustworthiness,

when I bired consultants who worked

about

by the staff

example,

is important

and

concepts

these consultants to include items about this leadership behavior in one section
questionnaire
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primary

in the leadership

For

such as dedication,

I reviewed

I integrated

for this project,

consultants

it as an inter-organization

efforts

administrative

behavior

the literature

organizational

collaborative

Collaboration

Knowledge.

knowledge

the monthly

for Inter-organization

and

Leadership
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Collaboration

of this evaluation are generally positive, but the findings are not discussed

The findings
in

for Inter-organization

this paper

the evaluation studied more facets of collaboration than leadership

because

and because

the consultants reported their findings to the group after the time frame of

this project.

The core leadership group of IOC plans to incorporate these findings

the future

plans for IOC.

strategic

I also applied
collaboration
sustain

decision

this inter-organization
I presented

encouraging

commitment

in this project

provide

a stnicture

to develop
member

to be more

month

to build

representatives

and applied

relationships

inclusive,

I made the

decision-rnaking,

a sustainable
of IOC.

the project.

in IOC by focusing

visible,

when

were vision,

was to develop

from

I planned

a cohesive,

this project,

to conduct

to low income

together

and action

I applied

concepts

and

collaboration

by

I used decision-

to

I used cornrnunication
on one of its goals,

and productive

which

collaboration

is

among

organizations.
During

of IOC

I used leadership

for this project

when

and sustain

collaboration on a long-term basis. In relation to

and the concepts

My vision

rnaking

strategically to encourage the group to take action to

in this paper,

to do this project,

communication.

leadership theory and the factors that influence

strategic

I intervened

when

information

into

to do food
period

a social marketing

people

complex

I coordinated

in Minnesota
than the group
sampling

including:

the collaborative

effort
who

that promoted

anticipated.

events at various
their

agencies

commitments,

of many representatives

messages

access local food

originally

(a) the people,

work

shelves.
Many

about

healthy

This effort

eating

turned

out

pieces had to be woven

in the community
and their work

over a fourschedules;

Leadership

(b) the hours

of operation

of different

agencies;

(d) the food

donations,

promotion

and material;

assessment

of this social marketing

effort).
helped
group

Overall,

my leadership

representatives
has indicated

want to do a similar

effort

behavior

stay comtnitted
to representatives
collaborative

effort

for Inter-organization

Collaboration

(c) the social marketing
distribution,

(e.g., what

(e.g., dedication)
to this complex

think

as the coordinator

social marketing

who were not involved
statewide.

campaign

and preparation;

did all the people

with
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effort.

and (e) the
about

the

of the group
This

tm effort that they

Leadership

Conaboration

for Inter-organization
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CONCLUSION
During
factors

this work

that influence

illustrates
related

application

collaboration

the dynamics

project,

and implemented.

were explored

of strategic

leadership

leadership theory and

strategic

The project

as it was applied to this work

theory

project.
This project

with

related

focused

an inter-organization

messages

to improve

As the coordinator

responsibility

implemented

IOC

leadership

was to identify

sustain

a cohesive,

organizations.

representatives

through

stated

goal and in coordinating

concept

and to implementing
of organizational
The purpose

culture

and human

and objective

ways for representatives

of member

several

organizations

my job

changes
was

Therefore,

the purpose

of this

of IOC

goals:
among

in

and

member
that could

the conaborative
in achieving

this

of IOC that was related

effort,

the strategic

development

were met because
to commit

to develop

behavior

to sustain

and the action

of this project

with

in

This project

and to use leadership

capital

promote

efforts.

collaboration

social marketing

behavior

people

strategy

To assist IOC make strides

the commitment
a complex

of low income

one of its stated

organizations

and action.

is to collectively

had experienced

of IOC.

achieve

for leadership

this leadership

its collaborative

was to understand

commitment

wellness

and productive

member

mission

this group

the sustainability

from

effort

planning

their

because

inclusive,

The objective

whose

I integrated

ways to asSist IOC

visible,

of a strategy

the nutritional

that affected

to help advance

project

(IOC)

of IOC,

of coordinating

staff and member

encourage

conaboration

about nutrition

Minnesota.

on the implementation

leadership

was implemented.
it provided

and act to sustain

several
IOC-

to

Leadership

Examples
define

of these ways are (a) used bylaws to govern

type of membership,

(b) introduced

to determine

and understand

collaboration,

(c) evaluated

understand
the work

of member

of IOC,

group,

(f) included

expanded

project,
an

increase

more

my knowledge
taken

partly

culture

with

continued
continue

attendance,

IOC,

IOC

to include

demonstration

skills,

and dedication

to the purpose

consultants

support

incorporates
IOC

capital

hired.

efforts

leadership.

During

of IOC,, therefore,
its goal related

by representatives

of IOC

effort.

continued.

for strategic
of the group.

leadership

In addition,
behaviors

planning,

during

findings

of the evaluation

this

concepts

be
should

facilitation

of views,

and

trustworthiness,

is that this

conducted

of

as a staff

this coordination

My last recommendation

to

Development

such as good

articulation

this

and did not stimulate

in achieving
taken

the

with

and

and interviews,

about

of these strategic

of leadership

the relevant

opportunity to boost

takes time and my recommendation,

this collaborative

organizational

coordination

the operations

is that the application

to coordinate

the action

and to

and to build collaborative

or in the fiinding

to make strides

to the

agendas

a funding

such as celebration

However,

and human

to improve

education

knowledge

agreement

organizations

of past collaborative

in membershzp,

because

partnership

in these areas was limited

for this group

sustained

nutrition

and the group's

using these ways.

organizational
person

activities

by representatives

is necessary

sustainability

around

and shared highlights

small group

in meeting

work

project

organizations

of member

(d) offered
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Collaboration

the collaboration and to

an annual

using three criteria

of representatives,

(e) recorded

action

and applied

level of commitment
meetings

the satisfaction

efforts

(g)

for Inter-organization

by the

Leadership

Continuation
build

a collaborative

and other

stated

may help IOC
leadership

that produces

of this approach

has the potential

effort

this goal while

goals.

For example,

different

cognizant
work

collaborative

ones.

appraach

could

This could

help IOC

and goals to expand

efforts

to build
that appeal
financial

help IOC

environment

or decline
craft

collaborative

to advance
also giving

of decreasing

edge and meet the bottom

to provide

of the external

and the growth

in times

has the potential

and who have the ability
initiate

to achieve

gain a competitive

approach

for Inter-organization

a positive
to other
support

handle

attention

public

efforts

that could

Lastly,

support,

culture
with

to

it

and external
affects

this strategic

new member

in IOC

similar

established

be used in conjunction

and attract

of IOC

This strategic

organizations

to expand
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to its mission

financial

line.

and how this environment

a vision

the actions

organizational

intemal

in its membership.

Collaboration

efforts

changes

interests
or
and be

its collaborative
leadership
with

organizations.

its mission

Leadership

for Inter-organization
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Appendix

manage

efforts

related

to limited

resource

Program

Coordination

*

Coordinate
education

*

Facilitate

*

education

*

project

professional

forces.

Oversee

Supervise
Develop

work

and

of nutrition

messages

and manage
and manage

responsibilities

and graduate

facilitate

plans,

program

to meet project

written

progress

materials

grants,

and coordinate

and services

to appropriate

assistant(s)

of communication

program

materials

funding,

goals.

reports

and displays.

web site content.

as assigned.
support

staff.

Supervise

as assigned.

Maintenance

appropriate

and task

guidelines.

project

Delegate

funding

industry

efforts.

of committees

sessions

agencies,

and private

education

the work

and training

the production

projects,

nutrition

communications,

plans and related

nutrition

audiences.

orgariations,

to coordinate

meetings

of collaborative

of state and local government

not-for-profit

coordinate

and operating

*

Locate

marketing

resource

representatives

networks,

and manage

special

*

plan, implement,

and implementation

for limited

staff support

Research

Parmership

and social

goals and to integrate

@

office

among

logistics,

relevant

final reports,

efforts

service

Provide

Generate

development,

and promotion

development,

education

office

audiences-

the planning,

to coordinate

of Coordinator

helps the administrative

to nutrition

conaboration

various

@

of IOC
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A

Job Responsibilities
The coordinator

Collaboration

including

cost share and in-kind

contributions.

student

and

Leadership

Appendix

A (continued).

*

Maintain

*

Identify

*

Work

effective

communication

and recruit
closely

for relevant
Program

Job Responsibilities

members

to maintain

and partner

databases

Collaboration
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of Coordinator
members

of the collaboration.

organizations.

Maintain

and to maintain

appropriate

and messages

in cooperation

partnerships.
technological

support

projects.

Evaluation

*

Coordinate

plans to improve

*

Assist

preparing

Note.

among

for Inter-organization

with

efforts

evaluation

From job announcement

with

partners.

reports.

for coordinator

position.

2000.

Administrative

Office.
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